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Photoacoustic instrument and calibration  

 S.1 Instrument description 

     The photoacoustic instrument (PA) is one of the few devices that provide the fundamental in-situ 

measurement of light absorption coefficients for suspended particles. The detailed working mechanism, 

measurement accuracy, evaluation and calibration of PA have been described in the early work (Arnott et 

al., 2000; Arnott et al., 2005a; Arnott et al., 2005b; Lewis et al., 2008; Moosmüller et al., 1998). Here we 

describe the basic principle and calibration technique applied for the 355 nm instrument. In the operation 

of the PA, sample air is continuously introduced into the acoustic resonator section and is illuminated by 

laser radiation, power-modulated at the acoustic resonance frequency. The radiation is absorbed by 

particles within the sample air, and is assumed to be immediately transferred to the surrounding air as 

heat. The associated pressure change contributes to a standing wave in the resonator that is detected by a 

microphone (Arnott et al., 1999). The simultaneous light scattering measurement is carried out with a 



cosine-weighted sensor positioned at the centre of the cavity to act as a reciprocal nephelometer (Lewis et 

al., 2008; Abu-Rahmah et al., 2006). The sensor is fiber coupled to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) for light 

scattering detection. A piezoelectric transducer positioned at an antinode of the resonator cavity is used 

periodically to determine the resonance frequency and quality factor of the resonator. The absorption and 

scattering coefficients measurements have 5% and 15% uncertainty for sub-2.5-micron diameter particles 

(Lewis et al., 2008). 

     Light absorption and scattering measurements in this study were made simultaneously with a dual 

wavelength PA operating at 405 and 870 nm (Lewis et al., 2008), and two other single wavelength PAs 

operating at 532 and 1047 nm (Arnott et al., 2000; Arnott et al., 2005b). Prior to the ambient 

measurements, all PAs were calibrated and their performance was evaluated by generating a wide range of 

absorbing and scattering aerosol in the laboratory as described by Lewis et al. (2008). 

  The light absorption coefficient, abs , in dimension of inverse length is obtained from, 
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where mP  is the measured microphone power at the resonance frequency of , LP  is the laser power at the 

resonance frequency, resA  is the resonator cross-sectional area, Q  is the quality factor,   is the ratio of 

isobaric and isochoric specific heats of air, and Lm and   are the electric phases of the microphone 

pressure and laser power, respectively. The resonance frequency and quality factor depend on 

temperature, pressure, and relative humidity. For the sample air, these quantities are measured by pressure, 

temperature, and relative humidity sensors located in the sample line downstream of the resonator. 

     The scattering coefficient, sca  in dimension of inverse of length, is obtained from 
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where   is the calibration factor determined at the time of instrument calibration and PMTP    and LP  are 

the magnitudes of Fourier transform of the PMT and laser power at the resonance frequency, respectively.  

S.2 Calibration 

     A high concentration of laboratory-produced scattering (table salt) and absorbing (kerosene soot) 

aerosols were used for scattering and absorption calibration of PA, which resulted in a measurable 

attenuation of the laser beam intensity in the resonator. The salt was dissolved in water and nebulizers 

were used to produce airborne droplets from the salt solution. Dried salt aerosols were introduced into the 

resonator for scattering calibration. The extinction of light passing through aerosol can be expressed using 

Bouger-Lambert’s law, 
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where I  and oI  are the laser power with and without salt aerosol in the resonator, ext  is the extinction 

coefficient of the aerosol, and resL is the length of the resonator, 24.86 cm. The aerosol extinction 

coefficient calculated from equation (S.3) is compared with the scattering measurements to obtain the 

scattering calibration factor of equation (S.2). Fig. S (a) shows the linear regression between the measured 

extinction and scattering in which the near unity value of R
2 

depicts the excellent correlation between 

these quantities. Also note the slope of the regression line is near unity, which means the extinction was 

overwhelmingly due to scattering and no further adjustments are needed for the scattering calibration. 

After the scattering calibration, the process was repeated with kerosene soot for absorption calibration. 

Figure S (b) shows the linear regression between the absorption measurements and extinction-scattering 

calculation. The slope of the regression line indicates that measured absorption coefficients at 355 nm 

should be increased by a factor of 1.29.  
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Figure Caption: 

 

Fig. S. Plots for 355 nm calibration curves for (a) scattering measurements of negligibly 

absorbing salt aerosol, and (b) absorption measurements of kerosene soot.  
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